REDEFINING
HISTORY

In a new Dallas home, Dutch Colonial and
Cape Dutch architectural styles meet in the middle
with romantic results.
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THIS PHOTO: Curvaceous klismo
chairs and a modified camelback
banquette provide graceful
counterpoints to the breakfast
room’s linear architectural features.
OPPOSITE: A front loggia serves as
the foundation for both ground- and
upper-level open-air seating.

“We call this space the family
treehouse. When you’re
sitting down, you can only
see the tops of trees and
the skyline.”
—interior designer and homeowner Andrea Goldman

J

onathan Torode doesn’t always play by the
rules, particularly when he’s designing a new
home in a historic style. “What I love about
any architectural style with the term ‘Colonial’
attached is that it allows for rules to be
bent and stretched—if not even completely broken and
reinterpreted,” Nashville-based architect Torode says.
“The rules are there for guidance, but they shouldn’t
restrict the design.”
For this family home in Dallas built by Coats Homes,
Torode sought inspiration from both the Dutch Colonial
and Cape Dutch architectural vernaculars. The exterior
is hallmarked by a number of authentic appointments
including a terra-cotta tile roof and a curvy parapet.
The brick structure also boasts a custom weathered
finish that was painstakingly developed on site by masons
to mimic the look of reclaimed materials. The arched
loggia that stretches across the facade furthers the rich
architectural heritage, adding depth and dimension to
the home’s otherwise-flat elevation.
To draw attention to the home’s windows, shutters,
trim, and entry doors, interior designer Anne Williams
added a steel blue highlight. The misty hue breathes fresh
air into the classic design while balancing the warmer
tones of the brick and the roof tiles—and it sets the
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foundation for the entire interior palette. Williams
repeated it on the millwork, and variations of it are
threaded throughout the house, primarily via fabrics.
The ethereal quality of the palette helps lighten the
weight of large window banks, hefty ceiling beams, and
tongue-and-groove paneling. The designer also borrowed
shapes and forms from the exterior, like the sharp lines of
the brick and the curve of the parapet, when designing
custom furnishings, cabinetry, and fixtures.
“There is a subtle repetition of linear design that can
be seen in the grooves of the kitchen cabinetry, the
backing of the living room’s bookshelves, and the reed
detail on the bathroom vanity, as well as the shapely
arched top of the banquette in the breakfast room,”
Williams says. “The lines, in their varying forms,
create a vertical texture and yet a softness that can be
appreciated all throughout the house.”
Blended together, Williams’ interior flourishes and
Torode’s architectural features produce a home that
nods to the past while showcasing an open floor plan
that’s popular with families today for modern-day living.
“With more romantic designs, you can broadly interpret
a style,” Torode says. “That allows us to use what fits
and disregard what hinders.”
FOR RESOURCES, SEE PAGE 122.

THIS PHOTO: Layers of plush cotton velvet,
nubby wool, and crisp linen add tactile
interest to the living room. OPPOSITE: Interior
designer Anne Williams outfitted the dining
room with tall-back chairs and towering
drapery panels to balance the 10-foot ceiling.

The quartzite-topped
island accentuates
the width of the
kitchen. Tongue-andgroove paneling and
double-stacked
cabinets and
windows draw
the eye upward to
the beamed ceiling.
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Q&A with Architect
Jonathan Torode

Flexibility versus following the rule book serves as
Jonathan Torode’s guide when reinventing history.

Q: Where do you

start your designs?

A:

From the get-go, it’s
important to help my
clients identify the
feeling—not just the
look—that they want
from a house. Houses
are so personal, and
certain styles draw
emotions out of a client
that other styles simply
won’t. If they ask for a style that really doesn’t respond
well to their property or neighborhood, I try to lead
them to one that evokes the same feeling but that is
more appropriate to their particular site or situation.

Q: What’s your method when using a historical
style as your muse?

A: I approach the design in a way that feels natural—

not forced or contrived. I may borrow the design
language of a certain style, but I’ll introduce my own
dialect. I like rules for establishing order, but I’m ready
to break them should they ever restrain the design.

Q: What do you find relevant about Dutch

Colonial style for today’s homes and lifestyle?

A:

Its adaptability! It works for a variety of spaces,
especially those with odd proportions. It also allows us
the flexibility to express ourselves as designers without
butchering familiar elements of the style, resulting in
wonderful design solutions that are contextual and fresh.

Q: What architectural elements are most

frequently associated with Dutch Colonial design?

A:

On an exterior, it’s shaped parapets and a touch of
European austerity. Iconic interior elements revolve
around the hierarchy of primary and secondary beams.

Q:

What historical feature of the style needs
modification to fit today’s needs?

A:

Self-contained rooms. They are typical in historic
houses of any style, but they don’t support the way we
live and entertain now. Today, we want large, open
rooms, but we still want them to feel livable and
intimate. To do this, we use ceiling and wall details like
beams, posts, and moldings as a way to impart
character and delineate spaces without impeding flow.
ELEGANT HOMES
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“Historic
architectural styles
shouldn’t be left in
the past. They
should be brought
forward with
fresh eyes.”
ARCHITECT JONATHAN TORODE

OPPOSITE: In the master
bedroom, a custom
canopy bed brings the
18-foot ceiling down to a
more intimate scale. The
shape of the headboard
and footboard subtly
reference the facade’s
parapet detail, which is a
key element of Dutch
Colonial architecture.
LEFT: The master bath
features expansive
windows to capture
treetop views. A floating
vanity provides an
abundance of storage
and yet maintains an
open, airy feel.

Floor plan

TOTAL SQ. FT: 6,167
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